
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

SOUTHERN DIVISION

MALIBU MEDIA, LLC,

Plaintiff, Case No. 1:13-cv-360

v. Hon. Robert J. Jonker

JESSE RALEIGH,

Defendant.
________________________________/

ORDER

Pending before the Court is Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel (docket no. 26).  Following

a hearing on the motion, and at the direction of the Court, the parties conferred between themselves

for well over an hour in an attempt to resolve the various discovery disputes they had not previously

considered in a one-on-one conference.  See W.D. Mich. LCivR 7.1(d).  As a result of the

conference, and with some guidance from the Court, the parties were able to resolve the present

discovery disputes.  Accordingly, the pending motion will be DENIED, without prejudice, as moot. 

Part of the motion focused on the plaintiff’s need to image and search the hard drives

of four computer devices owned by defendant, bearing in mind the costs to both parties, and

defendant’s need for access to these devices and his own reasonable expectations of privacy. 

Counsel were able to agree to approach this discovery on a step-by-step basis, and it is anticipated

they will mutually select a neutral expert in Michigan to image these devices and initially split the

cost between them.  The devices will be imaged on a rotating basis, with costs to be paid by each

party on an all or nothing basis as each device is imaged and determined to have housed (either now

or in the past), or not to have housed (now or in the past), copyrighted pornographic material
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belonging to plaintiff.  Additional devices in defendant’s possession may also be similarly tested. 

Examination of defendant’s hard drives will be conducted pursuant to an protective order agreed

upon by the parties.  The parties understand that depending on what is found on these hard drives,

further examination may be permitted by the Court, by parties’ own experts, at the cost of that party,

subject to an appropriate protective order.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:  August 29, 2014 /s/ Hugh W. Brenneman, Jr.
HUGH W. BRENNEMAN, JR.
United States Magistrate Judge
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